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Data Management Services
Introduction
The Matheson Digital Services Group is a new multi-disciplinary team comprised of
lawyers, AI software developers, legal solutions consultants and architects, legal project
managers, document automation specialists and business analysts to support our
lawyers in the delivery of legal services. For over 20 years Matheson has been committed
to providing innovative technological solutions for our clients. Through our wealth of
experience and cutting edge technologies, we can deliver bespoke solutions to a wide
range of clients with data needs without the need to rely on third party service providers.
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Data Management Services

Our Expertise
The Digital Services Group uses pioneering technologies to provide the best possible solutions for our
clients. In conjunction with the Matheson legal team, we advise clients in relation to data collection and
review projects, including:
■

Data Subject Access Requests;

■

Freedom of Information Requests;

■

Statutory, regulatory and corporate investigations, including dawn raids and data breaches;

■

Regulatory and other requests for documents (eg non-party discovery request); and

■

Litigation including early case assessment, discovery, witness statements, pre-trial preparation and
electronic trial support.

Our Technology, Our Experience, Your Solution
Our highly skilled team will assess the matter, consider the most appropriate technology and provide
a solution that takes into account your specific needs. We can assist you with those early key strategic
decisions in relation to the review structure, content and timeline. By combining the right people,
processes and technology we can design a robust and focused project review plan ultimately leading
to a more efficient and cost effective project.
Matheson’s integrated approach to client document review projects in both litigation and regulatory
matters utilises technologies and ensures a seamless service providing streamlined policies, protocols
and procedures delivering efficient processes while maintaining best practice and robust defensibility.

Digital Innovation
By combining a design thinking methodology and digital services infrastructure, our multi-disciplinary
team are continuously researching and developing bespoke software solutions to integrate, enhance and
optimise the document review process. Our lawyers, legal solutions consultants and software developers
build custom solutions tailored specifically to meet client project requirements.
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For More Information
Please contact a member of the Digital Services Group at
digitalservices@matheson.com,
or your usual Matheson contact.
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